
How long will it last?
StoneSet comes with a 10 year 
guarantee; however, the resin 
technology is designed to last in 
excess of 25 years. PourOn (our DIY 
product) comes with no guarantee; 
however, has a design life of  
5–10 years.

will it stay tHis sHiny?
No. The top layer of the resin will 
weather, leaving you with a natural 
tone of either the aggregate or the 
recycled glass. That is unless you 
want a gloss coat, which we can 
apply during the install or at a later 
date to give the “gloss look”. 

wHere is stoneset 
available?
StoneSet is available across the  
whole of Australia and New Zealand. 

is it easy to clean?
Yes. StoneSet is very low maintenance 
and easy to look after. It can be 
cleaned simply with detergent,  
a brush or pressure washer. 

can i drive on stoneset?
Yes. StoneSet can be designed to take 
heavy traffic, including buses  
and trucks.
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Green paving for 
sustainable landscapes
With decades of experience in the industry, we can help with all of your porous and resin 
bound paving needs.

Our technical sales team offer full guidance during the construction and design process 
and have an installation network which reaches every corner of New Zealand. 

environmentally conscious, 
and using locally sourced 
materials.

do you have more questions?
StoneSet is a problem solving paving system, we have decades of 
experience in the industry and can help you with all your porous paving 
and retrofit paving needs. We love working with our clients to select 
colours, helping with costings and specification so please call to discuss 
your specific requirements any time. 

Hello, 
we’re stoneset. 
we are here to help you 
recycle and rethink paving.



what is stoneset? 
stoneset is an innovative paving system tHat provides a 
more sustainable paving solution in two amazing ways:

Overlay surface dressing, our 
super strong, flexible resin coats 
a range of beautiful aggregate 
which is then applied as a new 
surface layer to many types of 
existing hard surfaces, from 
concrete to existing pavers. 
Perfect to cover tired, old, 
even cracked surfaces while 
eliminating excavation costs, 
saving time and money.

Porous Paving, StoneSet 
provides a hard yet porous 
surface, the binder locks the 
stone together while leaving 
voids between the stone 
particles. These voids allow the 
water to soak through creating 
a 100% porous surface with 
no gaps for weeds or to create 
trip hazards. Porous paving has 
many benefits including: reducing 
surface run off, improving the 
health of surrounding trees and 
increasing your soft to hard 
landscaping ratio.

stoneset is suitable for: 

Driveways

Pathways

Tree Surrounds

Courtyards

Playground

Pool Surrounds

Art Features

quality of product, service, 
sustainability and creativity.Waratah flowerOrange and blue glass

why stoneset?
We are flexible in our approach and we enjoy working with our clients to 
ensure the specification, colour, design and the finished result are exactly 
as you desire.

We deliver on promises and always go the extra mile to ensure the best 
possible outcome is achieved.

We continue to improve the way we operate so we can offer the best 
service to our customers whilst working in an environmentally conscious 
way and using locally sourced materials.

About StoneSet
Established in New Zealand since 2007, StoneSet has 

a portfolio of work across the country showing the 

diverse applications, the variety of designs and colours 

as well as the quality finish achievable when using 

StoneSet resin bound paving.

Our development is influenced by the needs of the 

market and we are constantly seeking to improve in 

terms of quality of product, service, sustainability  

and creativity.




